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The nature of Permian-Triassic junction in the rock sequence in Central 
Pahang: Suggestion from geochemical studies 

AHMAD JANTAN, MOHAMAD MD. TAN & UyOp SAID 

Geology Department, Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia 

This paper presents new results on work on the nature of the Permian-Triassic junction in the rock 
sequence in central Pahang, which was earlier read at the Seminar On Permo-Triassic of Malaysia on 14 to 17 
April 1994. 

In the earlier paper, physical lithological characteristics of the lower andesitic soil (Permian?) and the 
upper turbiditic interbedded shale and tuffaceous sandstone (Triassic Semantan Formation?) at two localities, 
one near Felda Purun along Triang-Bt. Bertangga road, and the other near Kg. Sungai Jerik, Bandar Jengka 
were described in detail, apart from the mention of several other occurrences of the andesite/shale junctions. 
The probable preliminary interpretation of the nature of contact of the andesite and the shale was that was no 
apparent break in the succession and therefore it could be a continuous, conformable contact. 

As a continuation of the work, soil samples were taken from two localities along Triang-Bt. Bertangga road 
where andesite soil is in contact with weathered shale. Samples were taken at 2 m interval across the contact, 
and analysed for Si02, Ti02, AI20 3, Fep3' MnO, MgO, Nap, K20 and P Ps using X-ray fluorescent technique. 
The result, as shown in Tables 1 and 2, shows marked, sharp and consistent difference in chemical characteristic 
of the two soil types. Bivariate plots for the two soil types also reveal consistent difference in their pattern. A 
plot for Si02, AI20 3 and Fe20 3, superimposed on a field outcrop further portrays the consistent difference in the 
percentages of the three oxides. 

The shape of the curve superimposed, on the outcrop sketch, indicates 'irregular' boundary for the top of 
andesite, suggesting a pre Semantan erosional surface. The contact could be unconformable, contrary to 
earlier preliminary interpretation. 

Further work on geochemistry from more localities will have to be done, and search for possible fossil 
occurrence must be tried to really establish the nature of the contact. 
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